# Library of Congress Classification System

**A** General Works

**B** Philosophy
- BF Psychology
- BJ Ethics
- BL-BX Religion, Mythology

**C** History (Archaeology, Numismatics)

**D** History (General)
- DA-DR Europe
- DS Asia
- DT Africa

**E** History, United States
- E184 Asian-American, Mexican-American, African-American, etc.

**F** History, Americas
- FI US Local History
- F1201 Mexico
- F1401 Central & South America, Caribbean

**G** Geography
- GC Oceanography
- GE Environmental Science
- GN Anthropology
- GR-GT Folklore, Manners, Customs
- GV Physical Education, Sports and Recreation

**H** Social Science
- HB-HC Economics
- HF Accounting, Advertising, Business, Management, Resumes
- HM-HT Sociology, Regional Planning
- HQ Marriage and Family, Women
- HV Social Welfare, Criminology, Police Science

**J** Political Science, Government, International Relations
- JV Emigration and immigration

**K** Law

**L** Education

**M** Music

**N** Fine Arts
- NA Architecture
- NC Graphic Arts, Drawing, Design, Illustration
- ND Painting

**P** Language and Literature
- PA Classical Language and Literature
- PE English Language
- PJ-PM Asia, Africa, Oceania Languages and Literature
- PN Collections, Performing Arts, Speech, Journalism, Television, Cinema
- PQ French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese Literature
- PR English Literature
- PS American Literature
- PZ Juvenile Literature

**Q** Science
- QA Mathematics
- QA76 Computer Science
- QC Physics, Meteorology, Climate change
- QD Chemistry
- QE Geology, Paleontology
- QH Natural History, Biology, Biochemistry
- QL Zoology
- QM Human Anatomy
- QP Physiology, Human Biology

**R** Medicine

**S** Agriculture, Horticulture, Animal Science, Conservation of Natural Resources
- SD Forestry, Forest Fires

**T** Technology
- TA Civil Engineering
- TD Environmental Technology
- TH Fire Science
- TK Electronics, Electrical Engineering
- TL Automotive mechanics, Aeronautics
- TR Photography
- TX Nutrition, Cooking

**U** Military Science

**Z** Library Science, Publishing and Printing, Word Processing